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Abstract: Using the signaling theory as a reference, this research conducts an in-depth analysis of 

the adoption of the benefit corporation model, a legal and governance framework introduced into 

Italian regulations in 2016 following legislation introduced by many US states between 2010 and 

2013. Focusing on the experience of Italian benefit corporations, we explore how these businesses 

manage their signaling environment (signaler, signal, receiver, and feedback) to obtain greater 

transparency. The analysis focuses on companies’ bylaws, websites, and non-financial reports and 

suggests that the adoption of this new hybrid business model will only translate into an opportunity 

for greater transparency for one in four benefit corporations. The ability to strengthen the effects of 

adopting this model, adequate resources, and a long-term approach are required. The model, there-

fore, appears to present an opportunity for larger companies that have already invested adequately 

in the development of communication (web) and reporting (report) tools. The results seem to sug-

gest that, on the contrary, for small companies with less experience, transformation into a benefit 

corporation may generate a risk of ambiguity. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the most interesting phenomena that is affecting the debate on corporate re-

sponsibility is the growing number of companies that are transforming into benefit cor-

porations [1]. Those companies are often seen as social organization ‘hybrids’ who try to 

combine profit orientation with the capacity to produce a social benefit [2]. This can be 

considered part of a broadened transition toward the development of a more responsible 

and transparent approach to business, but it presents three specific aspects [3]. First, a 

specific legal framework that clearly states the definition of a benefit corporation. In other 

words, the legislator determines what a benefit corporation is, while a similar definition 

does not exist for socially responsible or sustainable companies. Second, the introduction 

of this model, first in the United States and then in other countries, has created a formal 

option for companies to signal their commitment to specific purposes beyond stakeholder 

expectations and to report with greater transparency. Third, benefit corporations must be 

transparent about commitments pursued, both in terms of planning and reporting. Trans-

parency thus becomes a central theme, since it extends from formal aspects, such as the 

adoption of the model, to substantial aspects, such as the impacts produced. 

Starting from these specificities, this contribution analyzes the experience of benefit 

corporations in Italy, the first country, after the United States, to introduce this type of 

business into its regulatory framework (in 2015). The Italian context represents an inter-

esting case, not only due to its uniqueness but also due to the concomitant adoption, first 

at the European Union level and then at the national level, of a discipline involving non-
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financial reporting (EU Directive 2014/95) that lays down the rules on the disclosure of 

non-financial and diverse information by large companies. Although a high degree of 

skepticism by academics still characterizes the debate on the effectiveness of this form of 

regulation, undoubtedly, the concomitant introduction of two tools—benefit corporations 

and non-financial reporting in the Italian context—has renewed interest and debate on the 

transparency of companies [4]. Indeed, transparency is a powerful theoretical and empir-

ical concept that is capable of building trust between companies and stakeholders and 

solving problems connected to the possible decoupling between external communication 

and real performances [5]. This paper’s aim is to interpret the Italian experience as a test 

of the ability of the benefit corporation model to become an effective signal for companies 

that want to generate an impact on their societies while also considering their profit ori-

entation. The methodological framework adopted is that of signaling theory, which is use-

ful for describing behavior when two parties (individuals or organizations) have access to 

different information. By adopting this theory, it is shown that the resources and experi-

ence gained over time increase the strength of the signal produced by the Italian benefit 

corporations through the adoption of this model, especially when accompanied by acti-

vation of a feedback mechanism. In contrast, organizational solutions, such as the appoint-

ment of a dedicated impact manager, do not seem to be so important. In light of the limited 

literature on benefit corporations, this study aims to bridge a gap in the international lit-

erature regarding how companies communicate their directional change towards a sus-

tainable business model. This is an exploratory analysis that aims to provide preliminary 

answers by identifying interventions that can increase the level of transparency and pre-

sent a more effective signal through the adoption of the benefit model so that effective 

solutions that meet the needs of different stakeholders and the challenges faced by com-

pany managers in terms of social and environmental commitments can be found. The em-

pirical analysis is discussed through the four research hypotheses concerning the presence 

of a dedicated impact manager, the availability of company resources, the company’s ex-

perience in adopting the benefit model and finally the timing of the activation of feedback 

channels. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a short over-

view of the benefit corporation model; Section 3 introduces the theoretical framework 

with a focus on signaling theory and its potential in the benefit corporation model; Section 

4 describes the methodological approach used and presents the sample, the analysis 

method, the variables and the main results; in Section 5, a discussion is offered; and, in 

Section 6, some final remarks are given. 

2. A New a Type of for-Profit Corporate Entity: Benefit Corporations 

Over the past few years, the number of companies involved in what can be called a 

transition to the sustainability management model has grown significantly [6]. The further 

development of standards, frameworks, and approaches for the design and reporting of 

sustainable strategies has been fostered by the idea that the stakeholders’ satisfaction and, 

more generally, their ability to actively manage the impacts on society and the environ-

ment, fall under the aegis of the company’s own responsibilities [7,8]. These are heteroge-

neous initiatives, but all of them have the potential to become signals of a company’s will-

ingness to produce results than other than just shareholder profits [9]. 

Despite the large impact of these initiatives on corporate governance, strategies, and 

structures, the company’s legal nature has only been questioned in a few cases. the social 

enterprise, the fourth sector, low-profit limited liability (L3C), community interest com-

pany (CIC), blended value, for-benefit, values driven, mission driven, and benefit corpo-

ration are some examples of hybrid organizations developed with the aim of reconciling 

profit orientation as a foundation of the corporate legal framework with the purpose of 

generating common benefits for communities and the environment [10]. 

The benefit corporation model is one of the most recent outcomes of this trend [11]. 

It was originally conceptualized by B Lab, a non-profit organization that promotes socially 
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aware business practices by providing an opportunity for businesses to voluntarily adopt 

responsible decision-making standards [12]. A benefit corporation is a traditional corpo-

ration with modified obligations, committing it to higher standards of purpose, account-

ability, and transparency [13]. Benefit corporations commit to creating public benefit and 

sustainable value in addition to generating profit [14]. A benefit corporation is “legally 

obligated to pursue a public benefit in addition to its responsibility to return profits to the 

shareholders” [1]. It is a for-profit entity that has voluntarily and formally committed to 

creating social and environmental benefits in addition to its profit motive. With only small 

variations, state laws utilize a standard model to establish the benefit corporation status. 

benefit corporations must create a “general public benefit” and answer to shareholders.  

According to US legislation introduced in 2010, the distinctive features of a benefit 

corporation are as follows: (1) it has the corporate aim of creating a material positive im-

pact on society and the environment; (2) the duties of its directors are expanded and re-

quire the consideration of other interests in addition to the financial interest of its share-

holders; and (3) it is required to provide yearly reports on its overall social and environ-

mental performance through the use of a comprehensive, credible, independent, and 

transparent third-party standard. Thus, benefit corporations are legally for-profit, socially 

obligated, corporate forms of business, which combine traditional corporate characteris-

tics with societal responsibilities (Appendix A). 

The Italian version of the benefit corporation (“società benefit”) was introduced at 

the end of 2015 (Appendix A). Italy was the first country in the European Union to intro-

duce this new qualification into its company law. The benefit corporation is not a new 

type of corporation, but it is a corporation that can be included in one of the traditional 

categories and is intended to produce not only profit but also public benefits. The legal 

classification of the benefit corporation is related to provisions concerning the terms of its 

corporate purpose, which are connected to public benefits, and the provisions concerning 

obligations and their fulfilment and related responsibilities of the board of directors and 

of those who are entrusted with functions and tasks directed towards realizing public 

benefit [13]. The common benefits must be indicated in the corporate bylaws and must be 

pursued through a management strategy that aims to balance the interests of members 

those for whom social activity may have an impact. 

Currently, Italian laws do not provide any particular benefit (tax relief or tax breaks) 

or explicit derogation compared with the ordinary rules of corporate law provided by the 

civil code and/or other regulatory provisions for benefit companies. They only provide a 

sort of ‘reputational attribution’, to which, presumably, the legislature may/will associate 

with in the future with further benefits in favor of entities that assume the status of a 

benefit company. Legal experts argue that the development of a law on benefit corpora-

tions in Italy was necessary because corporate legislation in Italy thus far has not easily 

allowed entrepreneurs to register companies with the double purpose of maximizing 

profits and producing common benefits. Since 2015, the number of benefit corporations in 

Italy has grown both in size and heterogeneity.  

Looking at the recognition in national legislations in other parts of the world, the 

evolution and adoption of this new legal and business form is slowly increasing as of to-

day (early 2021). While, in the United States, as pioneers in the recognition of this model, 

37 states have implemented in their legislation a clear reference to the benefit model, and 

in Italy more than 500 companies have already adhered to this regulatory possibility, in 

the rest of the world this form of business is present in only six other countries: in Colom-

bia and Puerto Rico from 2018; in Ecuador and Canada from 2019; in Peru from 2020; and 

in Rwanda from 2021 (Figure 1). France also has a “société à mission”, similar to the ben-

efit model but not adhering to the same criteria. 
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Figure 1. Legal recognition of benefit corporation. 

3. Interpreting the Adoption of the Benefit Model as a Signal: A Theoretical Frame-

work 

Accounting and management scholars have recently started working on the recently 

introduced benefit company model. Focusing on research published in recognized jour-

nals and classified in major databases (e.g., Scopus), most studies, starting from the work 

of Andrè [3], have been conducted in the United States of America. Most of this research 

has focused on legislative aspects, primarily analyzing the differences between the appli-

cations of the benefit model in different States of the Union [15]. An added focus has been 

placed on the socioenvironmental commitment that characterizes US companies [16]. 

Analysis of this commitment has considered the importance of human rights aspects [17]. 

Additionally, an assessment of how socioenvironmental impacts are reported through 

online communication activity from a US/EU comparative perspective was conducted 

[17]. Online communication has also been analyzed in depth by linking it to what is set 

out in the articles concerning the association of companies in five US states [3]. Although 

the US perspective is dominant, the Australian context has also been investigated through 

interviews with 14 companies, and the unique characteristics of companies oriented to-

wards a sustainable business model have been investigated [11].  

Signaling theory has been selected as the theoretical lens for analyzing and deepen-

ing our knowledge on the phenomenon of benefit corporations with specific attention 

given to transparency. It is a theoretical framework that is widely used in relation to en-

vironmental communication and sustainability issues [18]. It is also applied to issues re-

lated to obtaining corporate legitimacy [19]. Another focus is the internal company char-

acteristics of communication (as well as its consequences) [20]. The adoption of the benefit 

model is closely linked to the abovementioned issues; it involves, more precisely, a com-

pany’s decision to change its commitments, making its own social and environmental pri-

orities and impacts explicit for several reasons (including obtaining legitimacy and repu-

tation). This is a decision that can be communicated through different channels (i.e., im-

pact reports, company websites, financial statements, and interviews). Reading the benefit 

corporation phenomenon through the lens of signaling theory suggests that the adoption 

of such a model can be interpreted as a “signal” that helps to provide a better understand-

ing of potential motivation for the transformation and evolution of these hybrid organi-

zations. Taking into account the essential components that distinguish this model—public 

purpose, accountability, transparency, company name, and destination of profits—it is 

evident that the change in the legal standards represents an important first signal. How-

ever, this signal needs to be appropriately amplified in order to reach those “receivers” 

for whom the company’s benefits are produced.  

Signaling theory greatly aids in the analysis and understanding of how two subjects 

with access to different information interpret the received signals. Connelly et al. focused 

their research on the role of signaling in understanding how parties attempt to solve the 

problem of information asymmetry [21]. Stiglitz highlighted how information asymmetry 

manifests itself when “different people know different things” [22]. There is a concrete 

attempt to solve the asymmetry, because it does not allow for correct knowledge of the 
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characteristics (quality), behaviors, and intentions of others [23]. The concept of the signal 

is closely related to the concept of quality, defined as unobservable abilities of the signal 

giver [24].  

The context offered by this theory within which the study of the signal was devel-

oped is a dynamic arena including temporal and evolutionary elements [21]. The present 

research, however, has a static character. We investigate a precise space–time moment 

without being able to analyze purely dynamic elements, such as variations in the signaling 

environment, changes in the receivers and their characteristics, and the effect of feedback 

on the signaler and, consequently, the new signal. The analysis carried out here is largely 

focused on the moment of sending the signal, highlighting its characteristics, and on the 

way in which it is constructed before being sent. This paper makes use of signaling theory 

to develop a preliminary interpretation of how Italian companies are exploiting the po-

tential of the benefit corporation model to act as a signal.  

The signaler is represented by an internal subject (e.g., a manager) who has relevant 

information about, for example, individuals, entire organizations, or products [25]. The 

basic assumption is that this information, whether positive or negative, is unknown out-

side, and that leads the individual to an advantageous position. Knowledge of this infor-

mation gives the subject access to a better understanding of the real qualities of the entity 

(the company in our case), which, before the signal is launched, are unknown or not com-

pletely understood by the external subjects, who are not only external but also potentially 

internal. In the case of the benefit corporation, identification of the subject who internally 

promotes the adoption of the model is a central issue. Once the transformation has taken 

place, the role of signaler is assumed by the company, even when a specific responsibility 

in this regard is explicitly attributed to an internal subject. The present research considers 

two aspects related to the signaler that are relevant to the adoption of the benefit corpora-

tion model: the appointment of a manager who will report such a transformation, the 

company resources approximated by the level of revenue, and the number of employees. 

Thus, the following two research questions are discussed: 

• RQ1: Is the adoption of the benefit corporation model as a signal strengthened by the 

appointment of a dedicated impact manager? 

• RQ2: Is the adoption of the benefit corporation model as a signal strengthened by a 

company’s resources? 

The signal is the communication that a subject gives about a quality that is otherwise 

imperceptible or unknown [21]. Usually this type of communication concerns positive 

qualities that, being known externally, can generate positive feedback. The application of 

signaling theory to the benefit corporation model suggests that a primary signal is pro-

duced by the adoption of this model and that this signal can be conveyed through differ-

ent types of content. In this sense, the corporate bylaws, the annual impact report, and the 

company’s website are the three most relevant documents in which the company can in-

sert and articulate its signal by selecting a different mix of limited, extended, and open 

content types [26]. The adoption of the benefit corporation model can only be translated 

into a communication and transparency opportunity for the company if the signal reaches 

the public as widely as possible. The modification of corporate bylaws and the adoption 

of an impact report, which are the legal steps for effective transformation into a benefit 

corporation, do not ensure that the company’s stakeholders and the public in general be-

come aware of the impacts generated. For this reason, it appears plausible that, alongside 

the adoption of the model, companies develop adequate reporting tools over time that 

amplify the signal given about their transformation and the generated impacts. The fol-

lowing research question will be discussed: 

• RQ3: Is the signal linked to the adoption of the benefit corporation model strength-

ened over time? 
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The receiver is a subject outside the company who has no direct information about 

the quality to which the signal refers. Often receivers and signalers have conflicting inter-

ests. The concept of the signal itself only makes sense if the receiver takes a certain type 

of action when it receives the signal and gets information about a certain quality. This is 

the so-called strategic effect of signaling, often associated with investment, financing, and 

hiring actions [21]. The most relevant receiver category in the case of the benefit corpora-

tion adoption is certainly the recipients of the positive impacts expected from the adoption 

of new purposes. These receivers do not necessarily understand the meaning of this sig-

nal. However, considering the different ways in which the signal can be transmitted, it 

appears possible to identify three types of receiver. The adoption of a new corporate by-

law constitutes a signal that is primarily intended for shareholders and potential stake-

holders. Publication of the impact report creates a signal that extends to the most relevant 

stakeholders. The information transmitted through the website potentially radiates the 

signal to many categories of receivers. Further modulations of the receiver categories cer-

tainly depend on the content of the signal that the company decides to select. This research 

does not deepen the receiver analysis, limiting itself, on a conceptual level, to differenti-

ating three types (shareholder, stakeholder, and the general public) on the basis of the 

document adopted (corporate bylaw, annual impact report, and the company’s website).  

Feedback is the receiver’s response to the signaler, a sort of reaction to their commu-

nication and an evaluation of their work in terms of both message and action. The as-

sumption behind the information asymmetry is its bidirectionality. The receiver would 

like information that the signaler has, and the signaler, in turn, would like information 

that the receiver has. In this sense, the receiver uses a countersignal that helps the signaler 

to understand the effectiveness and efficiency of the signal itself, its comprehensibility, 

and how it is interpreted [27]. The receiver’s attention as well as the signaler’s attention to 

feedback, if placed in an iterative and sequential sequence, lay the foundation for contin-

uous improvement of the signaling and communication process [28]. The activation of 

feedback mechanisms appears fundamental in the case of the signal associated with the 

adoption of the benefit corporation model. First, this is related to the way in which share-

holders react at the time of adoption as well as at a later date, as well as the impact that 

this transformation has on the dynamics of distributed profits. It concerns stakeholders 

who, in response to initiatives taken to satisfy certain interests, can react by offering or 

denying their support to the company and, above all, by contributing to the recognition 

of the benefits produced and the merit and reputation of the company. It concerns the 

general audience, who, over time, can attribute a positive meaning that is associated with 

a more positive attitude to the single benefit corporation as well as to the entire category. 

The activation of these mechanisms takes place over the medium to long term and cer-

tainly requires that the benefit corporation has specific forms of articulation when signal-

ing to different types of receivers.  

• RQ4: When is activated a feedback mechanism during the adoption of the benefit 

corporation model as a signal? 

The signaling environment is a crucial element in the process of using a communi-

cation signal: it can create important distortions in terms of both how the signal is inter-

preted and how signalers are perceived [29]. A prominent role is played by the medium 

through which the signal is sent, which can increase or reduce the potential observability 

of the signal itself [30]. Additionally, the interpretation of the signal by other receivers can 

influence the way in which the remaining receivers interpret the signal [31]. This research 

focuses on the relationship between the signaler, signal, and the presence of feedback 

mechanisms, but it does not contribute to deepening the understanding of the dynamics 

between the signal and environment, leaving this aspect for further research. Below, we 

briefly describe the research questions investigated through the empirical analysis pre-

sented in the next section.  
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4. Looking for a Signal: The Case of Italian Benefit Corporations 

4.1. Sample 

In order to better understand if and how benefit corporations manage to transform 

the adoption of this model into an effective and transparent signal through the lens of 

signaling theory, this study explored the Italian benefit corporations’ population at the 

beginning of 2020. The sample used for the analysis excluded micro-enterprises, that is, 

companies which, according to national legislation, have less than 2,000,000 EUR of reve-

nue and less than 10 employees. The sample consisted of a group of 53 Italian companies, 

only including ten big companies: Chiesi Farmaceutici SpA, Henkel Italia Srl, Assimoco 

SpA, Aboca SpA, Fratelli Carli SpA, Davines SpA, Euro Company Srl, Abafoods Srl, NWG 

energia SpA, and Alessi SpA. As highlighted in Table 1, the surveyed companies had cho-

sen to become benefit companies an average of 2.22 years before the end date of 

31/05/2020. This is, therefore, an extremely recent phenomenon which is currently under-

going continuous and rapid evolution, as demonstrated by the presence of some compa-

nies in the sample that only became benefits in the past 0.3 years (2.5 months). That said, 

the sample also includes companies that have adhered to this legislative option since 2016. 

Regarding other corporate institutional dimensions taken into account, the total revenue, 

and the number of employees, at least 50% of the sample was made up of small companies 

(with less than 50 employees and less than 10 million EUR of revenue).  

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the sample. 

 

Years Since the Adoption 

of the Benefit Model (at 

31/05/2020) 

Revenue in 

Thousands of EUR 

(2018) 

Number of 

Employees (2018) 

N 53 53 53 

Mean 2.22 45,271.06 164.72 

Median 1.80 5688.00 23.00 

Minimum 0.30 0.00 1.00 

Maximum 4.40 1,078,773.00 3519.00 

4.2. Method of Analysis 

The method of investigation was a content analysis of the three main communication 

tools relevant to the adoption of the benefit corporation model: corporate bylaws, impact 

report, and company website. Content analysis is a research method involving quantita-

tive data collection that is widely used, especially for textual documents, in business eco-

nomics and Corporate Social Responsibility studies [32]. In summary, the analyzed text 

was codified by defining a group of variables [33]. The collected data were subsequently 

subjected to the first exploratory analyses using descriptive statistics and correlation anal-

ysis to investigate potential relationships between variables. The empirical analysis then 

continued through the use of the cluster analysis method, in addition to highlighting the 

links between the different elements investigated in the company’s communication/re-

porting system [34]. 

Data collection and coding was performed manually by the three authors inde-

pendently and in its whole, and then compared to create the final coding. This was neces-

sary in order to limit as much as possible errors due to manual compilation, typos and the 

subjectivity of the individual author. 

4.3. Description of Variables 

The variables related to the adoption of a benefit corporation’s business model ac-

cording to the theoretical perspective of signaling theory were grouped into three out of 

the four main components previously laid out: the signaler, the signal, and feedback. The 
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receiver was deliberately excluded, because it was not possible to collect reliable or as-

sessable information on the nature of the receiver of the company signal linked to the 

benefit form from the documents analyzed in the survey. 

The first element analyzed, the signaler, was measured through a single ordinary 

variable assuming two possible values: 0, the company does not indicate that it has a su-

pervisor of corporate bylaw or the supervisor is generically the CEO or a member of the 

Board of Directors; 1, the company indicates that there is a specific impact manager of 

bylaw, and the board of directors has no residual competencies. For the majority of Italian 

benefit corporations (30 of 53, 56.6%), a specific figure responsible for managing and mon-

itoring impacts was identified. 

The second element of the analysis was the signal. This element was measured by 

defining a set of six variables which together express the strength of the signal. Here, 

strength is a multidimensional concept encompassing all characteristics of the signal as a 

whole (including the bylaw, the website, and the impact report). Every positive or nega-

tive change in the individual signal characteristics (see Table 2 for characteristics and their 

descriptive statistics) leads to a change in the signal strength of the company regarding 

the adoption of the benefit model. We talk about strength, because a signal composed of 

a deeper and broader statute, intense web communication, and the presence of a report 

with a broader impact and attention to the communication modalities (impressions) 

should have a greater potential impact on the receiver and thus guarantee a more positive 

outcome for the company’s communication as well as a greater level of transparency. 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of signal strength variables. 

 Bylaw_Depth Bylaw_Width Web_Intensity Report_Presence Report_Width Report_Impress 

N 53 53 53 53 53 53 

Mean 0.30 0.33 0.34 0.62 0.28 0.11 

Median 0.27 0.31 0.33 1.00 0.24 0.00 

Mode 0.27 0.20 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 

Minimum 0.07 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Maximum 0.73 0.75 0.83 1.00 0.86 0.60 

Percentiles 

25 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

50 0.27 0.31 0.33 1.00 0.24 0.00 

75 0.40 0.47 0.50 1.00 0.51 0.16 

1. Bylaw_depth: this variable was built to measure the depth with which the five 

impact areas identified by B Lab in its B impact assessment (governance, workers, com-

munity, environment, and customers) are considered in corporate bylaw. Through the 

content analysis of corporate bylaw an additive variable was measured—each of the five 

areas was given an index value relative to the level of specificity that distinguishes be-

tween absent, low, medium, and high (0, 1, 2, 3) based on the level of detail in the infor-

mation communicated by the company. The results were translated in an ordinal index 

from 0 (no specific information for any areas) to 1 (high level of specificity for each of the 

five areas). 

2. Bylaw_width: this variable was constructed to measure the extent to which the 

various issues belonging to the five impact areas identified by B Lab in its B impact as-

sessment are considered in corporate bylaw. The most homogeneous themes were 

grouped together to obtain a total of sixteen macro-themes (Appendix A). Through an 

analysis of the corporate bylaws, we constructed an additive variable that was measured 

by attributing an index relative to the presence or absence of commitments and infor-

mation about them to each of the sixteen macro-themes (0, totally absent; 1, totally pre-

sent). The results were translated in an ordinal index from 0 (the absence of all macro-

themes) to 1 (the presence of all sixteen macro-themes). 
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For the evaluation and measurement of the web signal, an additive variable that con-

sidered six measures related to the intensity of the signal launched through the company’s 

website was developed.  

3. Web_intensity: this contained six measures referring to: (i) the presence of infor-

mation on the company’s benefit status on the homepage; (ii) clearly visible positioning 

of information as evidenced on the page; (iii) the presence of a page dedicated to the in-

formation; (iv) the presence of an image of the impact manager on the dedicated webpage; 

(v) the presence of indicators or infographics on the dedicated webpage; and (iv) the pres-

ence of a link to the impact report on the website. The results were translated into an 

ordinal index with values of 0 (absence of all measures) to 1 (presence of all six measures). 

Further analysis was carried out on the impact reports. Three ad hoc variables were 

constructed in order to evaluate the signal launched through the impact reports. 

4. Report_presence: this is a binary variable that measures the presence or absence of 

a public impact report (0, absent; 1, present). These data were collected from the analysis 

of the website and the search for the document on the web. 

5. Report_width: this variable was constructed to measure the extent to which the 

various detailed issues belonging to the five impact areas identified by B Lab in its B im-

pact assessment were considered in the impact report. As this is equivalent to the impact 

report of the measurement applied to the Bylaw_width variable, please refer to the de-

scriptions of the 16 macro-areas. The results were translated in an ordinal index from 0 

(absence of all macro-themes) to 1 (presence of all sixteen macro-themes). 

6. Report_impression: this is a variable obtained from the sum of three indexes, each 

referring to a relevant dimension in terms of impression management applied to the draft-

ing of the impact report. The three indexes are as follows: graphs and tables, which indi-

cates the presence or absence of graphs and/or tables in the impact report with a binary 

value (0, absent; 1, present); images and figures, which indicates the presence or absence 

of images and/or figures showing relations with a binary value (0, absent; 1, present); and 

colors, which distinguishes whether colors are used or not in figures/images/tables/graphs 

or in normal text fields in the impact report with values from 0 to 1. The results were 

translated in an ordinal index from 0 (low intensity of impression management) to 1 (full 

intensity of impression management in the impact report). 

As can be seen from Table 2, the values obtained for Bylaw_depth and Bylaw_width 

were quite consistent and homogeneous. Having values of 0.30 and 0.33, respectively, it 

can be seen that the companies with a certain level of breadth in terms of dealing with as 

many topics as possible among those measured are also the most inclined to consider 

deeper issues and provide more detailed information related to present and future com-

mitments. The maximum values, equal to 0.73 and 0.75, respectively, indicate a lack of 

breadth and depth in the consideration of relevant issues by Italian benefit companies. 

The Web_intensity on the web has extreme variability, as can be seen from the minimum 

and maximum values obtained, 0 and 0.83, despite the fact that 75% of the companies 

studied stated that they cannot, or do not want to, exceed the value of 0.5 in 1. As far as 

the signal launched through the impact report is concerned, the first data to be analyzed 

included the number of companies that published the report itself: 62.3%, 33 of the 53 

companies analyzed had published an impact report. The Report_width (when an impact 

report is present) has an average value slightly lower than the similar measure applied to 

the signal incorporated in the bylaw: 0.28, with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 0.86. 

The variability in this case is higher since some companies, in the first percentile, have an 

amplitude equal to 0 (those that have not published a report), while others, in the third 

percentile, exceed the value of 0.5. For the Report_impression, we obtained values be-

tween 0 and 0.6 and a rather low average of 0.11. Only in the third percentile are there 

companies with a value higher than 0.  

The third and last element subject to analysis was feedback, which was measured 

with a specific variable (Feedback). For analysis purposes, the impact report is the point 

of focus for considering whether or not the information reported in this document actually 
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allows the receivers to “react”. In particular, the presence or absence of tools for the col-

lection of feedback (other than corporate email) was considered. Only 13 of 53 companies 

(24.5%) provide impact report tools that allow people to contact the company and give 

them feedback. 

4.4. Empirical Results: One Signal, Different Levels of Strength 

The correlation matrix of all the variables considered in the sample analysis on the 

adoption of the benefit corporation model highlights significant relationships that help us 

to better understand the factors influencing the approach of Italian companies (Table 3).  

Table 3. Spearman correlation matrix. 

Variables 

Corporate Institutional 

Dimensions 
Signaler 

Signal 

Feedback 

_Years Revenue Employees 
Bylaw_D

epth 

Bylaw_W

idth 

Web_Int

ensity 

Report_P

resence 

Report_

Width 

Report_Im

pression 

Years 1.000 0.018 −0.030 −0.070 −0.160 −0.187 0.092 0.492 *** 0.562 *** 0.572 *** 0.245 * 

Revenues  1.000 0.632 *** −0.085 −0.170 0.041 0.348 ** 0.132 0.177 0.138 0.318 ** 

Employees   1.000 −0.133 −0.031 0.077 0.313 ** 0.130 0.327 ** 0.245 * 0.489 *** 

Signaler    1.000 −0.086 −0.064 0.017 0.025 −0.127 −0.117 −0.120 

Bylaw_depth     1.000 0.689 *** 0.272 ** −0.053 −0.023 −0.073 −0.151 

Bylaw_width      1.000 0.273 ** −0.157 0.036 0.054 0.046 

Web_intensit

y 
      1.000 0.287 ** 0.325** 0.136 0.176 

Report_prese

nce 
       1.000 0.819 *** 0.668 *** 0.444 *** 

Report_width         1.000 0.789 *** 0.650 *** 

Report_impre

ssion 
         1.000 0.466 *** 

Feedback           1.000 

* p < 0.10. ** p < 0.05. *** p < 0.01. 

The first element that emerges from the analysis of the experience of Italian benefit 

corporations is that, for the time being, the person to whom the task of managing and 

reporting the outcomes produced for the community is entrusted does not seem to be a 

relevant variable (RQ1). This result, which focuses on a governance aspect, can probably 

be explained by the fact that the benefit model underlines the importance of the broad 

involvement of all corporate responsibilities. In addition, the model was introduced a few 

years ago, and it is likely that the “public impact report manager” has not yet emerged as 

a figure independently from roles with existing responsibilities. However, although this 

figure is expressly provided for by law, it does not seem strictly necessary for it to corre-

spond to an ad hoc organizational position; if anything, it can be added to already existing 

positions, such as the CEO or CFO. This overlap has advantages and limitations that 

should be explored in further research. 

The width of the signal transmitted via the web is significantly related to the dimen-

sional characteristics of the company: larger companies with more employees contain in-

formation on their websites regarding their transformation into a benefit corporation and 

the impact generated. The signal’s strength has been indirectly linked to the availability 

of adequate and continuous resources over time (RQ2). The designing and building of a 

signal are resource-intensive processes, and it is clear that larger companies may have 

more resources at their disposal (or obtain them when necessary) in terms of financial 

resources, attention, and dedicated people. Here, this characteristic is linked to the inten-

sity of web-based communication, which is an integral part of the strength of the signal 

launched by the company. 
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The data seem to give an interesting answer to RQ3, especially with reference to the 

signal transmitted through the impact report. In addition to the resources available, the 

concept of experience appears in relation to the strength of the signal. The presence of an 

impact report, the depth of its contents, and the level of sophistication in impression man-

agement techniques are related to the temporal dimension. In other words, companies 

that have adopted the benefit model for several years are also those that develop reports 

with more complex contents. These companies also use images and graphics to explain 

their actions and results more effectively.  

These results indicate how the level of signal strength and transparency of the com-

pany’s communication on its socioenvironmental commitments are effectively related to 

the type of signal chosen. The publication of an impact report and communication via the 

internet lead to the production of an open signal that is more transparent and more effec-

tive in terms of information. 

Lastly, the results give some insights related to RQ4. The results highlight that feed-

back collection takes place by companies that have increased the strength of the signal 

through the adoption of an impact report. Companies that present a more articulated im-

pact report and that manage their web communication in a more sophisticated way are 

also those that provide feedback tools. These are also the largest companies in terms of 

revenue and employees that have become benefit corporations. The search for feedback is 

aimed at increasing transparency and contact between the company and stakeholders. 

The possibility of communicating in a bidirectional way ensures that information is con-

veyed more effectively and directly, and more specific requests from particular groups of 

stakeholders are responded to. 

As an additional step in the analysis of the relationship between the adoption of the 

benefit corporation model and the signal strength and transparency, a top-down soft clus-

ter analysis was implemented by adopting the stepwise backward elimination method 

and obtaining a fair silhouette measure of cohesion and separation. Through the elimina-

tion of non-significant variables that could not guarantee the quality of the clusters, seven 

predictors were selected (Years, Revenue, Web_intensity, Report_presence, Re-

port_width, Report_impression, and Feedback), and three reference clusters were gener-

ated (Table 4). The presence of the impact report, the width of its contents, and the pres-

ence of feedback tools were identified as the most important variables (predictors), and 

these can be used to define three different clusters. Cluster 3 (20 companies, 37.7%) is 

characterized by lacking a public impact report and feedback tools; this cluster is also 

characterized by a low-intensity web signal, a lower level of revenue, and less experience 

in the adoption of the benefit model. Cluster 2 (20 companies, 37.7%) includes companies 

that, despite not having a feedback tool, have decided to publish an impact report; these 

companies also have a more intense web signal than those in Cluster 3 as are older and 

with much higher revenue. These companies have more experience and resources and 

have been using impact reports as a signal for some years. Cluster 1 (13 companies, 24.5%) 

groups together companies that, in addition to having an impact report, also offer a tool 

for collecting feedback from receivers. These companies are always characterized by hav-

ing a high level of revenue and a higher level of experience. It is important to point out 

that, in this cluster, there is also a much more intense web signal, a greater use of impres-

sion management tools in the impact report, and a much higher report width than in Clus-

ter 2. 

Table 4. Cluster details. 

Cluster 1 2 3 

Label Report_presence and Feedback Report_presence None 

Size 24.5% (13 of 53) 37.7% (20 of 53) 37.7% (20 of 53) 

Inputs 

Predictor importance 1.0 

Report_width Report_width Report_width 

0.62 0.34 0.00 
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Predictor importance 0.8 
Feedback Feedback Feedback 

1.00 (100%) 0.00 (100%) 0.00 (100%) 

Predictor importance 0.8 
Report_presence Report_presence Report_presence 

1.00 (100%) 1.00 (100%) 0.00 (100%) 

Predictor importance 0.6 
Report_impression Report_impression Report_impression 

0.26 0.11 0.00 

Predictor importance 0.4 
Year Year Year 

2.73 2.65 1.46 

Predictor importance 0.2 
Web_intensity Web_intensity Web_intensity 

0.46 0.38 0.23 

Predictor importance 0.2 
Revenue Revenue Revenue 

52,018.62 61,832.85 24,323.35 

The Cluster analysis adds insights related to research questions 2, 3, and 4 and seems 

to indicate the stages of a progressive evolution towards an increasing signal strength and 

transparency from those companies that adopt the benefit corporation model.  

5. Final Discussion: Theoretical and Empirical Contributions 

Small businesses (RQ 2) that adopted the model a few years before (RQ 3) are likely 

to develop weak signals that risk not being transparent and not producing the return that 

companies expect in terms of reputation and visibility. In particular, the use of particularly 

intensive and appropriate online communication systems is related to company size, as 

shown in the correlation analysis (see Table 3). Companies with greater resources (RQ 2) 

and experience (RQ 3) develop more sophisticated and effective impact report tools, mak-

ing the signal extended and perceptible for the stakeholders to whom the reporting doc-

uments are addressed. The communication tool contained in the impact report is signifi-

cantly linked to the experience factor, i.e., the time since the company made its change in 

business model (see Table 3 for details). However, it is with the presence of adequate re-

sources that the company further improves and extends the contents of the reports and 

activates feedback mechanisms (RQ 4) that significantly increase the level of transparency 

both in terms of the impacts produced and the very nature of the benefit corporation. 

Linked to the feedback tool is not only the size of the company but, above all, the experi-

ence and even more so the strength of the signal in relation to the impact report (Table 3). 

This communication tool is particularly linked to the feedback tool and the company’s 

willingness to activate two-way communication. 

All of these factors provide the first useful elements for a reflection about our research 

questions. It is important to note that these are only the first experiences of a phenomenon 

which is still very young and constantly growing and changing have been analyzed. It can 

be seen that there is still a lack of mutual reinforcement mechanisms and that the results 

and variables linked to the impact report prevail, because it is a tool intended for reporting 

results, and therefore, it is more widely used for communicating these changes in the busi-

ness model. This analysis of the experience of Italian companies allows us to propose some 

reflections both about the signaling theory theoretical framework and the benefit corpo-

ration concept. 

In regard to the first aspect, it appears to be useful to discuss the connection between 

signaling theory and the concept of transparency through corporate disclosure. One of the 

most relevant risk factors for organizations that invest in communication about their be-

havior in favor of issues relevant to the general community is that it can create skepticism 

and generate mistrust [35]. Moreover, the communication and reporting of a specific so-

cial or environmental commitment, especially when it is not followed by real implemen-

tation of that commitment, can generate serious and very negative effects for the company 

in terms of both reputation and legitimacy, leading to skepticism by stakeholders and 
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shareholders. This is especially evident when it comes to proactive behavior, i.e., com-

municating a goal or a commitment before implementing the associated actions [36]. The 

adoption of the benefit corporation model can be considered an example of proactive be-

havior that must be adequately signaled with reference to both the nature of this transfor-

mation and by reporting the impacts generated. A risk for benefit corporations is failing 

to reconcile the goals of generating profits and producing a positive impact. A less evi-

dent, but equally important, risk is not being able to strongly communicate the beneficial 

nature and positive impacts generated. The result is ambiguity: the company changes its 

nature to be transparent but then gets lost when trying to send a strong signal to the right 

receivers and promptly collect their feedback [37]. 

Our findings reinforce the potential of using signaling theory as a theoretical frame-

work to provide a better understanding of how companies can translate the adoption of 

the benefit corporation model into a strong signal to increase their transparency. At the 

end of a thorough literature review on the subject, Schnackenberg provides this definition 

of transparency, “Transparency is the perceived quality of intentionally shared infor-

mation from a sender” [5]. The signaling environment, as described by Connelly et al. [37], 

can thus be further interpreted as the set of conditions and dynamics that influence the 

level of transparency perceived by subjects belonging to a system of relations. 

Regarding the second aspect, the present research discusses how benefit corpora-

tions, acting as signalers, can strengthen their signal by deciding how to impact (inten-

tionally or unintentionally) stakeholder perceptions though the development of corporate 

bylaw, impact reports, and website contents. The results show that many companies still 

do not pay enough attention to the transparency of this choice and the use of valid com-

munication tools such as the impact report and the website. This is a limit that is probably 

inherent in the benefit corporation model itself, since it envisages that companies will pro-

duce a benefit, but does not require them to engage the recipients of this benefit in the 

decision-making process. This involvement is an important requirement in all processes 

in which a company wants to produce relevant and transparent impacts for its stakehold-

ers. The introduction of such a requirement could increase the transparency of these com-

panies and eliminate or diminish the skepticism and suspicions of a commitment made in 

words but not through deeds. Greater openness to the outside world can also increase the 

trust and legitimacy of the reporting company as well as increasing their competitive ad-

vantage in the target market [37]. In this context, the data collected by this study, despite 

being partial, can be used as a valuable and useful starting point for managers facing the 

issues of effectively signaling their companies’ commitments and managing the negative 

and positive impacts that this type of disclosure has on the company itself. 

6. Conclusion: The Risk of Ambiguity 

The analysis of the Italian case has identified some potential useful insights regarding 

the adoption of the benefit corporation model that will have to be further investigated and 

confirmed by future research, even better if in different geographical contexts. First, the 

opportunity to clearly identify the role of the impact manager is evident and may ensure 

that their work is strongly integrated with other company processes. Although, based on 

the Italian experience, the analysis shows that this manager is not decisive in understand-

ing the strength of the signal that the benefit corporations produce, it seems likely that the 

importance of this professional could grow over time. Secondly, the analysis shows how 

the reporting process linked to the adoption of the benefit corporation model and the re-

lated increase in transparency are located on a medium-long term time horizon. Therefore, 

the benefit corporation must constantly and periodically reproduce its signal, progres-

sively amplifying its depth and width. These two considerations suggest that effective 

signaling by these companies is only possible in the presence of adequate resources, mean-

ing that small companies risk developing greater ambiguity when adopting the benefit 

corporation model.  
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Research limitations concern the sample selection and size. First of all, micro benefit 

corporations were not considered, even if their size was relevant in the Italian context, 

hence the sample consisted of a group of 53 organizations. The research focused on Italy, 

given that it was the first country in Europe to adopt legislation for benefit corporations; 

however, it would be interesting to compare this legislation and its related impact with 

that experienced in other nations. Future research, for example, might consider a large 

cross-section for further analysis. A further limitation is the static nature of this analysis, 

which prevented the investigation of the dynamic elements of signaling theory, such as: 

the timeline of the signal; the movements from the signaler to the signal, the receiver, and 

the feedback; and the process of revision and improvement induced by responses from 

the external environment. These are elements of great importance which, nevertheless, 

require the implementation of analyses extended in both the spatial and temporal dimen-

sions. Moreover, the role of receivers could be explored. Management research on signal-

ing focuses, to a large extent, on shareholders as receivers in the signaling process. Future 

research might study the impact of signals on additional stakeholders. A last peculiar as-

pect that deserves attention in terms of potential further study is the regulatory frame-

work, as the Italian legislator has introduced the benefit corporation model without 

providing any type of incentive. The results demonstrate how the presence and effective-

ness of the signal ultimately depend on the resources that a company owns, and it is there-

fore very unlikely that the adoption of the benefit model will be effectively perceived by 

and produce actual benefits for small companies.  
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Appendix A 

Law n. 208 of 28 December 2015, Comma 376. 

“Those companies that:. 

a. in the exercise of an economic activity, in addition to profit-making, pursue one or 

more of the following activities for the common benefit;. 

b. operate in a responsible, sustainable and transparent manner towards people, com-

munities, territories and environment, cultural and social assets and activities, bodies 

and associations and others stakeholders. The latter are defined as those subjects or 

groups of subjects that are directly or indirectly involved in the activity of the com-

pany, such as workers, customers, suppliers, lenders, creditors, public administra-

tion and society.” 

In order to apply the rule in question, these requirements both must occur conjointly: 

The first defines the purpose of the benefit company, which is represented by the interest 

of balancing a dual purpose of profit combined with social benefit; the second indicates 

the ways in which the business activity must be carried out and the subjects for whom it 

is intended to produce the relative positive effects. The benefit company is, therefore, an 

enterprise which—regardless of the size and type of activity carried out—can at the same 

time distribute profits and achieve common benefit purposes. 

Assonime, La disciplina delle società benefit. Circolare n. 19 del 20 giugno 2016. 
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Next to the provision of the statement in the articles of association of the purposes of 

common benefit that the company intends to pursue 2016, the law is concerned with iden-

tifying the specific obligations incurred by the directors of the benefit company and the 

related responsibilities. These obligations, which are in addition to those provided by the 

civil code for the type of company chosen, concern in particular: (i) the management meth-

ods; (ii) the organization of the organization within the company; (iii) the accountability 

of the company. 

Governance: (1) Mission and commitments; (2) Ethics and Transparency; Workers: 

(3) Financial security; (4) Health, well-being and safety; (5) Career development; (6) En-

gagement and satisfaction; Community: (7) Diversity, equity and inclusion; (8) Economic 

impact; (9) Civic involvement and donations; (10) Society and culture; (11) Supply chain; 

Environment: (12) Environmental management system; (13) Air and climate; (14) Water; 

(15) Earth and life; Customers: (16) Products and customer safety. 
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